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Ben's Dream
Apple Picking Time
"Simple text and photographs describe ocean animal adaptations"--Provided by publisher.

The Dot
Aided by an army of beachcombers, oceanographer Dr. Curtis Ebbesmeyer tracks trash in the name of science. From
sneakers to hockey gloves, Curt monitors the watery fate of human-made cargo that has spilled into the ocean. The
information he collects is much more than casual news; it is important scientific data. And with careful analysis, Curt, along
with a community of scientists, friends, and beachcombers alike, is using his data to understand and protect our ocean. In
engaging text and unforgettable images, readers meet the woman who started it all (Curts mother!), the computer program
that makes sense of his data (nicknamed OSCURS), and several scientists, both on land and on the sea, who are using Curts
discoveries to preserve delicate marine habitats and protect the creatures who live in them. A Boston Globe-Horn Book
Award Honor Book for Nonfiction.

An Ocean of Animals
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Follow a tiny turtle's life cycle with this fun, informative picture book, part of the 'Nature Storybooks' series. 'One Tiny
Turtle' supports the National Curriculum Key Stage One and Two.

All about Tide Pools
Alphabet book featuring two wildlife photographic portraits for each creature, offering an up-close view of the animal
kingdom.

Little Walks, Big Adventures
Introduces several of the ocean's species, provides profiles of creatures, from dolphins and sharks to sea otters and
penguins, while sharing facts about their characteristics, diets, and habitats.

Pearl's Ocean Magic (Dolphin School #1)
An underwater fantasy comes to life in this board book with colorful cut-paper art that will spark the imagination of young
readers. If I were a fish . . . A daydreaming child imagines himself under the sea, where turtles glide by and a cloud of
jellyfish float above. The boy gets to play with sea horses, shrimp, and crabs, swim through octopus tentacles and squid ink,
and goes to sleep tucked among a dazzling school of starfish. Vibrant collage illustrations depict a whimsical world of ocean
life.

One Tiny Turtle
Retells the story of Rachel Carson, a pioneering environmentalist who wrote and published "Silent Spring," the revolutionary
book pointing out the dangerous effects of chemicals on the living world.

Shark in the Park
Maps and globes can take you anywhere -- to the top of the tallest mountain on earth or the bottom of the deepest ocean.
Maps tell you about the world: where various countries are located, where the jungles and deserts are, even how to find
your way around your own hometown. If you take a fancy to any place on earth, you can go there today and still be home in
time for dinner. So open a map, spin a globe. The wide world awaits you.
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Oxford Read and Discover: Level 4: All About Ocean Life
By 1979, we knew all that we know now about the science of climate change - what was happening, why it was happening,
and how to stop it. Over the next ten years, we had the very real opportunity to stop it. Obviously, we failed.Nathaniel
Rich's groundbreaking account of that failure - and how tantalizingly close we came to signing binding treaties that would
have saved us all before the fossil fuels industry and politicians committed to anti-scientific denialism - is already a
journalistic blockbuster, a full issue of the New York Times Magazine that has earned favorable comparisons to Rachel
Carson's Silent Spring and John Hersey's Hiroshima. Rich has become an instant, in-demand expert and speaker. A major
movie deal is already in place. It is the story, perhaps, that can shift the conversation.In the book Losing Earth, Rich is able
to provide more of the context for what did - and didn't - happen in the 1980s and, more important, is able to carry the
story fully into the present day and wrestle with what those past failures mean for us in 2019. It is not just an agonizing
revelation of historical missed opportunities, but a clear-eyed and eloquent assessment of how we got to now, and what we
can and must do before it's truly too late.

My River
Plenty of phonics and spelling skills practice is provided in this fun puzzle activity book for use at home. Children are given
lots of opportunities to improve their phonics, word-building, spelling and vocabulary, with links to the spelling requirements
of each primary year group.

Losing Earth
Using rhyming text, a child describes the wonder of the ocean experienced through each of her five senses.

Commotion in the Ocean
What would you see if you ride a submarine to explore the deep blue sea? You'll be seeing fish and whales and sharks and
all marine animals in between! It's the same adventure when you open this book and start your own ocean exploration.
You'll see pictures to come with texts so information will stick better. Grab a copy today!

Phonics and Spelling
Imaginative pen-and-ink drawings and text by the Caldecott medal-winning creator of The Polar Express follow a boy on an
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around-the-world voyage when he falls asleep while studying for a geography exam. Reprint.

Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation
The Zoozoo product line is focused on developing early literacy skills with an emphasis on science and math. These
materials explore a range of early reading concepts and can be used for oral language activities to stimulate language
development and literacy.This evaluation pack contains all 8 titles from the Non-Fiction series.The Books:* 8 books written
at reading level C.* Each story teaches simple animal facts that focus on lifestyle, habitat, and special characteristics.*
Vibrant photography provides strong visual support for the text, clearly illustrating each fact in the book.* Print is well
spaced to allow emergent readers to more easily decode text.Talking Points Page:* Each of the eight stories has a set of
Fast Facts that will give teachers additional animal facts to support and extend the students' learning.* Fast Facts reference
the page in the story with which they correspond.

You Read to Me, I'll Read to You: Very Short Stories to Read Together
Frogs, fish, a turtle, and other creatures who live in or around a river state their need for the river, making a plea for
protecting this natural resource.

1St Grade Geography: Continents of the World
Timothy Pope has a brand new telescope and he's testing it out at the park. Children will delight in peeping through the diecut holes and guessing what Tim has spotted. Is that really a shark he can see? Turn the page and find out . . .

Ocean Activity Book
How does a sea turtle develop? Follow each step in the life cycle—from eggs hatching under the sand to adult turtles
swimming in the ocean—in this fascinating book!

Creature ABC
While most activity books encourage indoor explorations, countless adventures and learning opportunities await outside!
Going for a walk or exploring the local community can bring about much more than just exercise. Little Walks, Big
Adventures helps you teach your toddler about his/her surroundings through fun and adventurous local explorations,
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outdoor games and activities that promote and enhance learning. Parents and caregivers will help their toddlers enhance
their: Vocabulary Language skills Cognitive skills Motor Skills And more! AWARD WINNER! Recipient of: Baby Maternity
Magazine 2018 Book of the Year Award, Activity Books Category Creative Child Magazine 2018 Book of the Year Award,
Toddlers Category

Maps and Globes
Pearl is a magical dolphin of the Salty Sea, and today is her first day of school. Her classmates Echo and Splash make great
new friends! Together they start learning dolphin skills like magic, music, and jumping. But another student, Flip, just won't
stop bragging. And when he accepts a dare from an older student, he ends up in terrible danger from a shark! Can Pearl
and her friends save him? It's an exciting first day at Dolphin School!

The Daily 5
Here's a book With something new - You read to me! I'll read to you! We'll read each page To one another - You'll read one
side, I the other. But who will read - Now guess this riddle - When the words are In the middle? The answer's easy! Plain as
pie! We'll read together, You and I.

Fish Wish
There was once a little raccoon who wanted to go out in the night -- to know an owl, to see if the moon is a rabbit, and to
find out how dark is the dark. But his mother said, "Wait. Wait till the moon is full." So the little raccoon waited and
wondered, while the moon got bigger and bigger and bigger. Until at last, on a very special evening, the moon was full.

The Deep Blue Sea
After Mrs. Seahorse lays her eggs on Mr. Seahorse's belly, he drifts through the water, greeting other fish fathers who are
taking care of their eggs, in a story that includes a "hide-and-seek" feature with acetate overlays.

Rachel Carson and Her Book That Changed the World
Describes the physical characteristics of tide pools and the plants and animals that inhabit them.
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Wait Till the Moon Is Full
Dive into the ocean for a noisy, rhyming animal adventure in this colourful read-aloud board book. Little ones will love
looking at the colourful pictures and joining in with all the great sound words, as they discover lots of amazing sea
creatures. Including blue whales, sea turtles, jellyfish, dolphins and more! Each page introduces a different animal, with a
short read-aloud rhyme. In a chunky board book, perfect for little hands to hold! From the author of international bestseller,
Giraffes Can't Dance.

Life in an Ocean
This smart, simple approach ensures that kindergarteners write at or above a first-grade level by the end of the year.
Master teacher Randee Bergen shares her yearlong plan for daily writing, providing complete lessons and tips for
motivating all learners, managing writing time, and assessing children's work effectively and efficiently. Includes guided
lessons for the whole group as well as individualized mini-lessons to support learners exactly where they need help. For use
with Grade K.

Wildlife in the Oceans and Seas for Kids (Aquatic & Marine Life) | 2nd Grade Science Edition
Vol 6
An offbeat penguin shows his peers the power of individuality in this humorous tale from the author of Pookins Gets Her
Way. Tacky is an odd bird. He likes to do splashy cannonballs and greet his companions with a loud "What's happening?" In
fact, he's something of an eccentric, which wouldn't be a problem if all the other penguins weren't such…conformists. When
intimidating visitors invade their peaceful, nice, icy land, it'll take a lot more than a bunch of perfect penguins to save the
day. Thank goodness Tacky's such an odd bird! “This book is must reading for any kid—or grown-up—who refuses to follow
the pack.”—Publishers Weekly

Mister Seahorse
Word count: 1,665

Tacky the Penguin
Text and photographs introduce the ocean biome, describing its environment, plants, and animals such as fish, crabs, and
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sharks.

A House for Hermit Crab
In the rich, warm colors of autumn, here's a slice of American history as we watch Anna and her extended family help with
the town's traditional fall apple harvest. Now available in paperback. From the Hardcover edition.

Hello Ocean
When the goddess Artemis goes missing, she is believed to have been kidnapped. And now it's up to Percy and his friends
to find out what happened. Who is powerful enough to kidnap a goddess?

Tracking Trash
Water Sings Blue
This Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Special Report (IPCC-SREX) explores the challenge of understanding and
managing the risks of climate extremes to advance climate change adaptation. Extreme weather and climate events,
interacting with exposed and vulnerable human and natural systems, can lead to disasters. Changes in the frequency and
severity of the physical events affect disaster risk, but so do the spatially diverse and temporally dynamic patterns of
exposure and vulnerability. Some types of extreme weather and climate events have increased in frequency or magnitude,
but populations and assets at risk have also increased, with consequences for disaster risk. Opportunities for managing
risks of weather- and climate-related disasters exist or can be developed at any scale, local to international. Prepared
following strict IPCC procedures, SREX is an invaluable assessment for anyone interested in climate extremes,
environmental disasters and adaptation to climate change, including policymakers, the private sector and academic
researchers.

From Egg to Sea Turtle
At first grade, your child is expected to know all the continents of the world. But if he/she is lagging behind, don't worry
because this educational book can help. Information presented here is done with the use of vibrantly colored pictures that
call the attention. The use of colors and images allows for the better processing of memory and retention. Order a copy
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now!

First Big Book of the Ocean
Describes the philosophy of the Daily 5 teaching structure and includes a collection of literacy tasks for students to
complete daily.

Zoozoo Into the Wild
A hermit crab who has outgrown his old shell moves into a new one, which he decorates and enhances with the various sea
creatures he meets in his travels.

Ocean Animal Adaptations
Come down to the shore with this rich and vivid celebration of the ocean! With watercolors gorgeous enough to wade in by
award-winning artist Meilo So and playful, moving poems by Kate Coombs, Water Sings Blue evokes the beauty and power,
the depth and mystery, and the endless resonance of the sea.

Teaching Writing in Kindergarten
"Color photos and simple text describe animals and their adaptations to the ocean"--Provided by publisher.

Titan's Curse, The (Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 3)
Features an audio read-along! With a simple, witty story and free-spirited illustrations, Peter H. Reynolds entices even the
stubbornly uncreative among us to make a mark -- and follow where it takes us. Her teacher smiled. "Just make a mark and
see where it takes you." Art class is over, but Vashti is sitting glued to her chair in front of a blank piece of paper. The words
of her teacher are a gentle invitation to express herself. But Vashti can’t draw - she’s no artist. To prove her point, Vashti
jabs at a blank sheet of paper to make an unremarkable and angry mark. "There!" she says. That one little dot marks the
beginning of Vashti’s journey of surprise and self-discovery. That special moment is the core of Peter H. Reynolds’s delicate
fable about the creative spirit in all of us.

Seahorse
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Introduces various colors by presenting a colorful scene on a rock in the deep blue sea.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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